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Abstract—Mobile robots hold great promise in reducing the
need for humans to perform jobs such as vacuuming, seeding,
harvesting, painting, search and rescue, and inspection. In
practice, these tasks must often be done without an exact map of
the area and could be completed more quickly through the use
of multiple robots working together. The task of simultaneously
covering and mapping an area with multiple robots is known as
multi-robot on-line coverage and is a growing area of research.
Many multi-robot on-line coverage path planning algorithms
have been developed as extensions of well established off-
line coverage algorithms. In this work we introduce a novel
approach to multi-robot on-line coverage path planning based
on a method borrowed from game theory and machine learning
- Monte Carlo Tree Search. We implement a Monte Carlo
Tree Search planner and compare completion times against a
Boustrophedon-based on-line multi-robot planner. The MCTS
planner is shown to perform on par with the conventional
Boustrophedon algorithm in simulations varying the number of
robots and the density of obstacles in the map. The versatility of
the MCTS planner is demonstrated by incorporating secondary
objectives such as turn minimization while performing the same
coverage task. The versatility of the MCTS planner suggests it
is well suited to many multi-objective tasks that arise in mobile
robotics.
I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
Coverage Path Planning (CPP) plays a large role in the
field of mobile robotics. Some examples of tasks that require
a form of coverage are vacuuming, painting, seeding, har-
vesting, de-mining, inspection, and search and rescue. These
tasks represent a large portion of work done by humans
that is considered dull, dirty, or dangerous and therefore
are pushing the development of CPP algorithms. While
situations exist where a map is known a-priori, most of these
applications require the robot to cover an area based on either
partial knowledge, or no knowledge of the area. Even in
relatively well mapped areas, changes in furniture layout or
plant growth may cause changes in the map that require re-
mapping and re-planning. In keeping with the classification
established in the literature [1], [2], [3], [4], this is referred
to as on-line CPP.
The use of multiple robots for on-line CPP obviously holds
significant potential when compared to single robot on-line
CPP because of the benefits it presents in terms of speed and
robustness to robot failures. Even for the case of a known
map however, this problem has been shown to be NP hard
[5]. Moreover, although the potential benefit increases as the
number of robots grows, so does the complexity of the path
planning problem. The combination of complexity with only
partial knowledge of the map demands an algorithm that can
reason about the most probable best path forward, taking
into account the paths of other robots. This is much like the
problem often faced in game theory, where the goal is to
choose a probable best next action, taking into account the
probable next actions of opponents.
Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) is a search algorithm
that is often used in decision-based game-play algorithms.
It has garnered attention as being the basis for a machine
learning algorithm that is a superhuman player of chess,
Shogi, and Go [6]. In this work, we implement MCTS as
a decision based planner and use it to perform multi-robot
tasks, including on-line CPP.
The goal of this paper is not to claim that our MCTS
planner is necessarily the best planner for multi-robot cov-
erage path planning tasks. Instead we intend to show that it
performs similarly to a conventional planner in a coverage
path planning task and that by avoiding the specification of
heuristic behaviors such as lawn mowing and wall following,
it is flexible enough to be used for a variety of multi-robot
tasks, including those with multiple objectives.
The contributions of this paper include:
• A multi-robot on-line CPP algorithm based on Monte
Carlo Tree Search (MCTS)
• A comparison between the MCTS based algorithm
and a conventional Boustrophedon-based on-line CPP
algorithm
• A demonstration of the MCTS planner performing the
same on-line CPP task with secondary objectives.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section II discusses previous work in the field of multi-robot
on-line CPP and MCTS, Section III explains details specific
for our implementation of the Boustrophedon algorithm as
well as the MCTS based planning algorithm, Section IV
presents the simulations and experiments carried out in order
to evaluate the MCTS planner, Section V reports the results
of the experiments and highlights important findings, Section
VI summarizes our findings and suggests future work.
II. RELATED WORK
A great deal of the related literature for multi-robot
coverage path planning has its roots in off-line and single
robot coverage path planning. An efficient way to address
the multiple robot path planning problem is to decompose the
area into several cells, and then to cover these individual cells
using established single robot algorithms [7]. Assuming all
cells are reachable, and the single robot algorithms guarantee
complete coverage, the entire area can be guaranteed to be
covered completely.
Perhaps the simplest decomposition method uses the
trapezoidal decomposition [8], [9], which can only handle
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polygonal shaped obstacles and produces many cells which
can be merged together for better performance [10]. The
effect of merging cells from the trapezoidal decomposition
is much the same as using the Boustrophedon decomposition
[11], [12], which itself has been shown to be a special
case of the more general Morse decomposition [13]. As a
comparison for our MCTS planner we choose to implement
an on-line version of the Boustrophedon decomposition [5].
While these cellular decomposition methods are all based
on obstacle geometry, other methods are based on equal
division of an area among multiple robots. These have the
benefit of working in the case where the robots are already
placed in the area. The work in [14], [15], [16] uses the
idea of Voronoi partitioning to decompose the coverage
area, while in [17] an optimization is used to find the
decomposition which results in near-equal area for each robot
to cover based on its initial position.
Once a decomposition method is chosen, either a single
robot or a team of robots can be dispatched to cover the
separate cells. A popular method, and the one we chose
to implement for comparison with the MCTS planner, is
the well known market-based method [18], [19], [20]. This
method allows each robot to ”bid” on a task to be completed
and assigns the robot with the best bid to that task. The
details of the bidding are specific to each implementation.
Methods for covering cells once they are assigned are
mostly derived from single-robot coverage algorithms and
can vary from simple lawn-mowing algorithms [21], [11],
[13] to the more complex wavefront algorithm [22] to the
popular Spanning Tree Coverage (STC) method [23]. For
our Boustrophedon planner used to compare with the MCTS
planner, we implement a lawn mowing algorithm which
includes preliminary wall following.
Notably, the STC algorithm [23] and several of its multi-
robot variants [24], [25], [26] do not depend on a cellular
decomposition, but are classified as off-line methods because
they depend on knowledge of the map a-priori in order to
build a spanning tree. In [27], [28] on-line variations are
derived by allowing the robots to build a spanning tree as
they spiral outward from their starting locations. Other on-
line methods which do not depend on cellular decomposition
are those that are based on neural networks [29], [30], [31]
and insect behaviors [32]. Our MCTS planner is similar to
these methods in that it does not use cellular decomposition
and can still be on-line for unknown environments, however
it differs in that it uses a tree search to find robot paths.
Monte Carlo Tree Search was first used in the field of
game theory as an AI for board games and video games [33].
Since then it has been used in several domains, including the
field of multi-agent planning for active perception tasks [34],
[35] and exploration [36], [37]. Because MCTS is essentially
performing an optimization over possible actions, it is very
versatile. As will be shown in Section IV, only the objective
function used in the tree search must be modified in order
to complete several different tasks. For the broad field of
coverage path planning this versatility is attractive because
of the different priorities to be optimized such as minimizing
energy [38], [39] or minimizing the number of turns [40],
[41]. Although not implemented in this work, MCTS can
also be used to model uncertainty as in [42], [43].
An active area of MCTS research related to our implemen-
tation is MCTS parallelization [44] [45]. In [46] the authors
present three methods of parallelization which are meant to
increase the speed of convergence of the MCTS algorithm.
While our method of parallelization is most similar to the
method referred to as ”root parallelization”, where several
entire Monte Carlo Trees are explored in parallel, a key
difference is that the parallel Monte Carlo Trees in our
implementation do not represent the same robot, but each
tree represents a separate robot.
While communication between robots is a concern in
the field of mobile robotics ([47], [48]), for simplicity in
this work we assume that all robots have uninterrupted
communication between each other.
III. METHODS
A. Multi-Robot Boustrophedon Coverage Path Planner
Our Boustrophedon planner is based on the work found in
[5] on multi-robot Boustrophedon coverage. We first give a
brief overview of the algorithm, then point out details specific
to our implementation.
As described in Section 5 of [5], the Boustrophedon
algorithm begins by dividing the area into cells. Since no
obstacles are known at first, the cells begin as stripes of the
area to be covered. Robots each begin covering their cells
using a wall following algorithm, following either the virtual
cell walls or real obstacles until the start point within their
cell is reached. As obstacles are detected and mapped, new
cells are formed and added to the adjacency (or Reeb) graph.
Robots perform complete coverage of their assigned cells
using a lawn mowing algorithm.
Again, we assume that robots share map and coverage
information without restriction throughout the simulation.
When a robot completes coverage of an assigned cell, the
robot is given a new assignment from a list of unassigned
cells taken from the adjacency graph. A centralized computer
or master robot is utilized to handle management of the
adjacency graph, task allocation, and map synchronization
between robots. The method of task allocation uses the
market-based approach, where each robot’s bid for an unas-
signed cell is a function of distance to the cell and completion
of their current cell. To plan robot paths between cells, we
use the wavefront algorithm [22].
A key feature of our implementation which differentiates
it from the original work is that we divide the entire area
into a grid of squares that are the same width as the robot.
We will refer to the cells formed using the Boustrophedon
decomposition as ”cells”, and the robot-sized squares that
make up the grid of the entire area as ”grid squares”.
B. Multi-Robot Monte Carlo Tree Search Planner
Because MCTS has been shown to effectively find good
decisions in a very large decision space, we implemented it as
the basis for a sampling-based planner for multiple robots.
Fig. 1: Visual representation of Monte Carlo Tree Search
Algorithm
We aim to show that this planner performs comparably to
a conventional planner for a coverage path planning task,
while maintaining the flexibility to incorporate secondary
objectives or even be used for other tasks. In this section
we give a brief description of MCTS for the purpose of
explaining our algorithm, however a more in-depth resource
for understanding MCTS can be found in [45].
A visual representation of the MCTS algorithm can be
seen in Figure 1. For this work, nodes in the tree represent
robot states and arrows represent actions. Each robot has its
own tree, with the root node representing the current state
of the robot. We assume that in any state a robot can only
choose three actions (to move left, right, or straight one grid
square).
The idea behind the MCTS planner is to grow the search
tree as far as possible, forming the best possible estimate
of the value of each state adjacent to the root node, until an
action must be taken. At that point, the action which leads to
the highest value state is taken, the robot’s new state becomes
the root node, and the process is repeated, possibly with new
information about the environment.
In order to grow the search tree until an action must be
taken, the following four steps are repeated, starting from
the root of the tree:
1) Selection: Calculate the Upper Confidence Bound for
Trees (UCT) associated with each child of the current
node. UCT is calculated using the following equation:
UCT = X + 2Cp
√
2 lnn
nj
(1)
where X is the node’s value (assigned in step 4), nj is
the number of times it has been visited since creation
of the tree, n is the number of times its parent has been
visited, and Cp > 0 is an exploration coefficient. Note
that in an unvisited node nj = 0 therefore UCT =∞,
meaning all children of a parent node will be visited
before any child is visited twice. Iterate calculating
UCT for nodes and moving to the node with the highest
UCT until you reach a leaf node (a node with no visited
children).
2) Expansion: Expand this node by randomly choosing
one of the un-simulated actions
3) Simulation: Forward simulate the system based on a
default policy until the end of a defined time horizon.
Calculate a value (X) associated with this action
based on evaluation of an objective function along the
trajectory from the root node.
4) Backpropagation: Assign the value X to the newly
created node. Backpropagate this value all the way
back to the root of the tree. The value of each node is
simply the average of the values of its children.
Instead of considering the entire multi-robot system as one
search tree, we choose to treat each robot as having its own
individual search tree. This allows us to parallelize the MCTS
algorithm and greatly increase the speed and depth of the
search in a given amount of time. This also could allow this
algorithm to be run as either a centralized or decentralized
planner. The only information that robots must share with
each other is their discovered map, their best path at the last
solve, and in the case of CPP, their covered grid squares.
During the simulation phase of our MCTS planner, for
each time step, each robot first simulates the actions of
all other robots based on their last known best path. This
allows the planner to take into account the movement of
other robots. The robot then simulates their own action and
accumulates the value calculated by the objective function
for this state and action.
The default policy used for this work is to move in a
straight line until the grid square straight ahead is either
occupied, or has already been covered. Once one of these
conditions is reached, the robot will look right and left for
grid squares that are not occupied or have not been covered.
If only one of the grid squares is not occupied or has not
been covered, the robot will turn toward that grid square.
In the case where neither of the grid squares are occupied
or have been covered and the grid square straight ahead is
occupied, the robot randomly chooses to turn left or right.
If both grid squares have been covered and the grid square
ahead is unoccupied, the robot continues straight.
A semi-intelligent default policy was deemed necessary
in our planner because of the possibility for the robot to
get stuck hitting obstacles. Without a default policy which
avoided obstacles, the planner found very little incentive to
explore areas which contained many obstacles. Because the
default policy does seem to have an effect on solutions, future
work could include experimenting with different default
policies or even using a learned method such as a Deep
Neural Network as a default policy.
However, the objective function has the greatest affect
on the multi-robot team behavior. As will be shown in
Section IV, leaving all other parts of the algorithm constant
and changing the objective function completely changes the
behavior of the MCTS planner. All objective functions for
this work are evaluated over a robot’s trajectory throughout
a simulation of length T time steps.
For the experiments in section IV-A comparing the MCTS
planner to the Boustrophedon planner, the value (X) was
defined as
X =
T∑
k=1
[
1
(tk + 1)2
(pk − Chitqk)
]
(2)
where
{
pk = 1 if robot ”covered” a grid square at time step k
pk = 0 otherwise
(3)
{
qk = 1 if robot hit a wall or robot at time step k
qk = 0 otherwise
(4)
tk is time in seconds since the beginning of the simulation,
and T is the final time step of the simulation horizon. Note
that time step k = 0 represents the initial time before any
actions have been taken, therefore penalizing or rewarding
at k = 0 would only add a constant offset to every value.
The value function used for the experiments in section
IV-B with a secondary objective was
X =
T∑
k=1
[
1
(tk + 1)2
(pk − Chitqk − Cturnrk)
]
(5)
where
{
rk = 1 if robot turned left/right/either at time step k
rk = 0 otherwise.
(6)
In essence, the first objective function rewards the robot for
covering grid squares. The decay of the reward over time
reflects the fact that values calculated farther in the future
are less certain.
The second objective function is the same, with the
addition of a cost on turning either left, right, or either. As
will be shown in section IV-B, this simple addition to the
cost function has a significant effect on robot behavior.
The values of Cp and T are tuning parameters that can
be changed to alter the performance of MCTS. Higher
values of Cp encourage more exploration, while lower values
encourage exploitation. While increasing T allows MCTS to
look farther into the future, it also takes longer to perform
the simulation phase of MCTS and therefore does not allow
for deep exploration into the search tree. For this work we
used Cp = 1.0, T = 30, and Chit = 2.0.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section we describe the experiments carried out in
order to compare the MCTS planner to the Boustrophedon
planner. We study their performance in problems of varying
complexity by varying the number of robots as well as the
number of obstacles. We also describe the experiments which
highlight the versatility of the MCTS planner by introducing
secondary objectives.
All experiments were carried out in a real-time simulation
on an Intel i7-4770 processor using C++ and the Robot Oper-
ating System (ROS). We assumed that robots could localize
perfectly and that each was equipped with a perfect omni-
directional range sensor for mapping. Robots were assumed
to have a width of 0.5 m and therefore the map was divided
into 0.5 m grid squares. Robots were assumed to travel at a
constant velocity of 1 m/s and to turn instantaneously. While
no actual ground robot can turn instantaneously, a smoothing
function could be used to turn sharp corners in paths into
arcs. These paths would cover a similar area with little need
for robot deceleration. Alternatively, minimizing turns could
be made a secondary objective as in Section IV-B.
The fact that the simulation was real-time especially
effected the MCTS planner because it continuously iterates
through the four MCTS steps outlined above until the solve
time is reached. We required the planners to re-plan every
0.5 seconds, which corresponds to the time it takes to for a
robot travel from the center of one grid square to the center
of another grid square.
In order to make the simulation more similar to a real-
world task with an unknown map, the robots initially knew
nothing about the map except its size. As each robot discov-
ered parts of the map, they shared this information with all
other robots. The sensors provided information only about
grid squares which were within line of sight of the robots
and within the sensor range. The sensor range was limited
to two meters, similar to that of an inexpensive infrared or
ultrasonic range sensor.
Maps were all randomly-generated 10 m square maps
with obstacles placed anywhere except the map border. In
the case where randomly distributed obstacles encircled grid
squares (making them inaccessible to the robots), the inner
grid squares were manually filled in. The effect of varying
the density of obstacles is explored in section IV-A.2.
Because the simulation and algorithms are not completely
deterministic, statistics over many trials are represented using
box and whisker plots. For this work, the box edges represent
the first and third quartile of the results, the center line
represents the median, and the whiskers represent samples
inside 1.5 times the interquartile range (the distance between
the first and third quartile).
A. MCTS Planner vs Boustrophedon Planner
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 2: Examples of maps with varying obstacle densities. a)
5 % obstacle density, b) 10 % percent obstacle density, c)
15 % obstacle density, d) 20 % obstacle density
The Boustrophedon planner requires that all robots be
uniformly spaced at one edge of the map for initialization,
however the MCTS planner does not. For a direct compari-
son, we run experiments on the MCTS planner for the case
in which the robots start in the same places as the Bous-
trophedon planner. To highlight the versatility of the MCTS
planner, we also run experiments on the MCTS planner in
which the robots are initialized in random locations and
orientations. These positions and orientations are both drawn
from uniform random distributions.
1) Varying Number of Robots: The first experiment was
designed to evaluate how the multi-robot on-line CPP algo-
rithms performed with increasing number of robots. Using
five 10 % obstacle density maps, simulations were run for
teams of one to ten robots. Ten simulations were run on each
map for each planner. For each planner, the statistics reported
are over all fifty trials over all five maps. The total time to
cover every grid square is reported in Figure 3.
Fig. 3: Completion time vs. Number of Robots for the MCTS
and Boustrophedon multi-robot on-line CPP algorithms.
MCTS-Random Init shows results for when the robots are
initialized at random locations in the map.
2) Varying Obstacle Density: The second experiment
was designed to evaluate how the multi-robot on-line CPP
algorithms performed with increasing obstacle density in the
map. Using teams of 3 robots and a sensor range of 2 m,
simulations were run on maps with obstacle densities of 5,
10, 15, and 20 percent. Five maps of each density were
generated. Ten simulations were run on each map for each
planner. For each planner, the statistics reported are over all
fifty trials over all five maps. The coverage times are reported
in Figure 4.
Fig. 4: Comparison of completion times for a coverage task
of the same size area with varying obstacle density.
B. MCTS Planner with Secondary Objectives
In order to demonstrate the versatility of the MCTS plan-
ner, we introduce secondary objectives to the CPP problem.
Note that by using a more complex model for simulation,
objectives such as minimizing energy or time spent out
of communication range could be implemented. Using our
simple robot model however, we chose the secondary objec-
tives of minimizing left turns, minimizing right turns, and
minimizing any turns.
In order to incorporate these secondary objectives, we use
the objective function defined in Equation 5. For the case of
minimizing left or minimizing right turns Cturn = .5, while
for the objective of minimizing any turns we use Cturn = .1.
For comparison, we compare these solutions to those with
no cost on turns (Cturn = 0).
Experiments were carried out with teams of five robots on
maps with 10% obstacle density. Figure 5 shows the resulting
number of turns for each slightly modified objective function.
The number of left turns is shown on the left, the number
of right turns on the right, and each objective function is
represented by a different color. The completion time for
each is represented in Figure 6.
Fig. 5: Number of left and right turns using the MCTS
planner with four different costs. Task completion times for
these experiments are reported in Figure 6.
Fig. 6: Completion times using the MCTS planner with four
different costs.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section contains quantitative results. A qualitative
example of the MCTS algorithm is also available at https:
//youtu.be/ueyKdxn_07Y.
A. MCTS Planner vs Boustrophedon Planner
1) Varying Number of Robots: The completion times
from the trials with varied number of robots are shown in
Figure 3. The completion time holds an inverse exponential
relationship with the number of teamed robots for both the
Boustrophedon and MCTS algorithms, which is the expected
result; more robots will cover an area more quickly, with
smaller time gains accrued for each additional robot [26].
As the number of robots increases, there is a corresponding
increase in potential for repeat coverage or robot idling due
to imperfect knowledge of the coverage area.
For more than three robots, the MCTS planner completes
the tasks slightly faster than the Boustrophedon planner,
while for three or fewer robots the two methods are very
comparable. This suggests that despite looking for good
robot actions over a very large search space, the MCTS
planner is capable of finding good solutions quickly.
On average, the MCTS planner with randomly placed
robots completes the tasks in the least time. This is likely
because the randomly placed robots are spaced more evenly
over the workspace than those spaced evenly along one
wall. This allows for faster discovery of obstacles and also
decreases the likelihood of repeat coverage since the robots
are farther from each other. These results indicate that where
it is possible to deploy the mobile robots throughout the area
more evenly, coverage tasks can be completed more quickly.
While the MCTS planner’s versatility allows for this, the
Boustrophedon algorithm does not.
2) Varying Obstacle Density: Completion times for the
obstacle density experiments are shown in Figure 4. As can
be seen from the figure, increasing obstacle density only
very slightly, if at all, increases the time to completion. An
increase in completion time is expected because the robots
must navigate around obstacles and repeat coverage in small
corridors with access to more open areas. However, this is
partly offset by the fact that the increase in obstacles means
that there are less cells to cover. The performance of the
two planners is comparable and close to the performance
observed in Figure 3, demonstrating that the completion time
for both planners is almost unaffected by obstacle density.
B. MCTS Planner with Secondary Objectives
Figure 5 shows the results of the experiments with sec-
ondary objectives. The results for the planner with no cost
on turning (green) serve as a baseline for comparison. We
can see that by adding a cost on left turns, the number of left
turns decreased, while the number of right turns increased.
When the cost is on right turns, we observe the opposite. By
placing a cost on both left and right turns, both decrease. The
trends represented in Figure 5 demonstrate that the MCTS
planner is capable of realizing secondary objectives while
coverage path planning without the need for implementation
of a new planner or modifying heuristic behaviors such
as lawn mowing or wall following. The only modification
necessary was in the objective function.
In Figure 6 we see the completion times for the four differ-
ent tasks with secondary objectives. We see that the lowest
completion times are accomplished by the MCTS planner
with no cost on turning. This is because the objectives of
minimizing turns and covering grid squares are competing
objectives. As with any multi-objective optimization, there
exists a continuum of solutions (or pareto front) which
represent the trade-off between two or more competing
objectives. The solutions shown here are just a couple of
points along that Pareto front, however by adjusting the
relative weightings it is possible to find solutions with fewer
turns at the cost of longer completion times. The ability to
tune the MCTS planner for desired behavior using only a
simple objective function is one of the main strengths of the
MCTS approach.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we have presented a novel MCTS-based
multi-robot on-line coverage path planner. We have shown
that this MCTS planner performs just as well as the Boustro-
phedon planner for small numbers of robots, while perform-
ing slightly better for larger numbers of robots. The added
versatility of the MCTS planner allows for more uniform
spacing of the robots over the coverage area leading to further
improvement, meaning a decrease in coverage time.
Aside from the slightly improved performance over the
Boustrophedon planner, the strength of the MCTS algorithm
lies in its versatility. The MCTS algorithm is approximating
the value of possible actions based on an objective function
defined by the user and a simulation. The simulation can be
of any fidelity and can even incorporate stochastic effects if
desired. These are flexibilities not afforded by the Boustro-
phedon planner or other heuristically based planners.
In addition, while typical CPP algorithms have very little
flexibility for changing robot behavior, the MCTS-based
algorithm has several ways to change behaviors. As demon-
strated, the objective function used in the MCTS planner can
be changed to punish or reward certain behaviors. In fact, by
modifying only the objective function this same planner was
shown to perform a target following task for multiple robots
in cluttered environments. While results were not quantified
for this paper, qualitative results can be seen in the video:
https://youtu.be/ueyKdxn_07Y. Future work may
explore the effects which default policy, horizon length, and
exploration coefficient may have on behavior.
As multi-robot CPP tasks become more widely used in
several domains, especially in unknown environments, we
believe that versatile CPP algorithms such as the presented
MCTS planner will be of increasing value.
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